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Introduction
Some time ago a lady who lives in the Bassa Padovana area pointed out an interesting fact to me: 

“Have you ever thought of searching the location of Veneto surnames for a historical reference to your 
research? My family name is MUTTIRON, and it is a very rare surname in the area of Megliadino San 
Fidenzio/Montagnana in the province of Padua (we are about ten). If Italian surnames come from 
terms indicating professions, geographical origins or physical characteristics perhaps my ancestors built 
the ‘motte’ (mounds) or lived close by. “Indeed, the Muttiron surname is concentrated in the Lower 
Padua province, while it is found in greater numbers in the Lombard provinces of Sondrio, Varese, 
and Como. Intrigued, I started working on this detail to see whether I could explain the etymology of 
‘muttiron’ and other similar words used to define those mounds called ‘motte’. 

Motta, mot, mota, mottarella, mottinello, motton, montiron, muttiron, motirana, mottirana, 
motaron, mottarana, motarana, mutarona, muttarona, montà, monte, montagnoea, montagnola, 
castelliere, castellaro, castelliviero, campagalta, grumolo, tumulo, tombolo, tombola,..., a simple list of 
place names that are encountered, with some frequency, in our territory.

Resurfacing Celtic Traditions. Muttiron, Mutera, Motta, 
Linguistic Legacies and Oral Traditions

Sandra Busatta

I found that the surname Muttiron is widespread in ancient Insubrian Celtic-speaking 
areas, such as the provinces of Varese, Sondrio, and Como, while surnames made to derive 
from ‘motta’ in the sense of ‘mound’ are widespread mainly in Lombardy, Piedmont, Liguria, 
an area of Trentino-Veneto (Valsugana), and Emilia-Romagna. There are also nuclei 
in the South. I started from the hypothesis that there was a considerable possibility that the 
original word belonged to a continental Celtic language, in our case Cenomanian, Insubrian 
or Lepontian or other Cisalpine Celtic languages, and that there might be a correspondence 
with some language of the so-called Celtic Fringe. Starting with variants of ‘motte,’ such as 
‘mutera, motera, motaron, muttiron,’ I saw that there was a remarkable similarity to a 
Scottish and Irish Gaelic term, mothar, which covers a wide range of meanings, from marshy 
area to Celtic fortress ruin on a hill, from terrifying howl to a dark, misty mass, to a group of 
trees and tangle of bushes. Where linguistics did not reach, we were helped by folk tradition, 
which showed us how the structural elements of stories about the motte in Veneto fall within the 
semantic fields examined by Gaelic and Indo-European linguistics: these stories link the motte 
to the otherworld, to mystery, to ancient heroes and their banquets, to Dionysian cries and the 
Sabbath, to the sounds of ancient battles and long dead soldiers buried there, to supernatural 
creatures dressed in red and to those that inhabit streams, springs, swamps, and forests.

motta, mutiron, mutera, 
mound, motte and bailey, 
mothar, moher, tumulo, 
tombolo, tombola, 
Motta del Diavolo, 
castelliere, mota, motte, 
Motta Fracaloca, Motta 
di Livenza, Motta di 
Santa Maria in Duno, 
Mottola, Montirone, 
Modena, Mutina, 
Motta della Tombola, 
Celts, Cenomanes, 
Carni, La Tène, daoine 
sídhe, daoine sìth 
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What Linguists and Italian Dictionaries Say
As Olivieri (1961:107) says, “in Veneto any small rise on which a castle stands or stood once upon a 

time, is called a motta.” These toponyms are all place names indicating land morphologies, small or large 
elevations of different origin, both anthropogenic or natural, which in many cases served as settlement 
centers, fortifications, places of worship or burial grounds. Olivieri mentions, among others, el Mottòn 
(causeway) in Vicenza, the Mottòn at Asigliano (VI), a Neolithic station of the Square Mouth Vase 
Culture that has provided us with quite a lot of lithic material that lies between the Recent Neolithic 
and the Eneolithic (Zaffanella, n. d.), the Motonibus valley in Chioggia, the Muttinello, a watercourse in 
the Basso Vicentino, and the Mottarelle locality in Villa Estense and Mòttolo in Vo’ Estense both in the 
province of Padua. In fact, these are just some of the place names that exist in Veneto (and elsewhere). 

In the UTET dictionary of toponymy (Queirazza et al. 2003) the term designates a rise of land, a 
mound of earth, stones, or sand, either natural or artificial. It is pointed out that in Veneto, in particular, 
the term ‘motta’ designates a river or lagoon islet made up of alluvial debris and is a vital voice as an 
appellation (Battaglia, Grande dizionario della lingua italiana XI, 14-15). The author of the entry, C.M. 
(Carla Marcato), later adds that the term comes from a pre-Roman entry from a *motta base (cf. DEI 
IV, 2521). This is a position that, on the one hand, is vague about what pre-Roman language it comes 
from and, on the other hand, the base is not *motta, but *mut, as we shall see.

In the Sabatini Coletti’s Dictionary of the Italian Language, the term ‘motta’ and the like is not 
considered at all! In the Gabrielli, Grande Dizionario Italiano there is only, “motta†[mòt-ta] f.n. 
Smottatura; landslide.” The Zingarelli’s Vocabolario della lingua italiana (ed. 1935) derives ‘motta’ from 
the Vulgar Latin ‘movita’ “ moved stone, landslide, rock detached from a mountain.” There is no trace 
of any meaning other than that related to a landslide. As for ‘mota’ in the sense of mud, slime, it derives 
it from *maltha, wax, pitch, from which we derive our mortar, limey, pasty mixture to wall.

The Treccani.it online Vocabulary states, “mòtta f. n. [prob. pre-Roman voice]. - 1. cliff detached 
from a mountain, landslide (cf. mudslide). 2. a. Rise of land, hillock (it is a living voice in toponymy). 
b. In Veneto, pile of sand or stones in the bed of a river. Hence, an artificial island built at a convenient 
point in a fishing valley, to build a casone di valle, casonato (typical constructions of the Venetian lagoon), 
and cavana (boat shelter).”.

The Devoto-Oli’s Illustrated Vocabulary of the Italian Language (1982) writes: “ f.n.  1. block of 
earth detached from a mountain (cf. to slide); 2. small rise in the ground: widespread in toponymy; 3. 
Veneto. Pile of gravel along the bed of a river. Artificial island in a fishing valley [Lat. vulgar *mut(t)a, 
Mediterranean theme].”

In the Venetian Etymological Dictionary, Siega et al. (2007:264) write an entry that is as confusing as 
it is misleading, since there is no Germanic word ‘motta’: “Mota = rise, pile of earth. From the Germanic 
‘motta’ (the name was also passed, in remembrance, to some towns: cf. Motta di Livenza; for Longobard 
geographical names, see instead, Lombard).”

Giovan Battista Pellegrini in Italian Toponomastics (1990:192) distinguishes between: motta 1, 
‘landslide’ making it derive from Latin movita, and all his examples are from Tuscan localities: Motta, 
frequent in Valdarno and Mugello, La Motta (Fucecchio, FI), Motticcia (Borgo a Mozzano, LU), Motta, 
in the sense of ‘hillock’ in Grosseto, but with a question mark. Motta 2 ‘elevation of land’, pre-Roman 
(but without speculating in more detail), ‘mound of earth’, pre-Roman from *mutt ‘prominence’ (why 
it does not say it is Celtic is a mystery, maybe because the entry is found in chapter 3 entitled ‘The Latin 
Element’) and states ‘frequent in the Po delta’. Then he offers these examples: Motta (Arenzano, GE), 
Casa Mottona (SV), Motta Montecorvino (FG), Motta, ‘more places in Veneto’, Mottella (Valeggio, 
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VE), Mottòn (VI), Mottarelle (Villa Estense PD), Mottarone (NO), Mòttolo (Vò,PD), Mòttola (TA) in 
the sense of ‘high ground’; also in Sicily in Motta (CA, RG), in Mutaddisa (Acireale, CT). Here perhaps 
also Modena from Mutina (here the author wonders: Etruscan? but no answer is given. It is actually 
from Celtic, as we shall see later).

As we can see, Pellegrini’s ideas are quite confused: the difference between the toponyms of motta1 
and motta2 is not clear, unless there are precise documents about the fact that Tuscan toponyms are the 
result of landslides, but he does not mention it.

In Lombardy, the term ‘motta’ is derived from the Lombard dialect mot and indicates a “rise or mound 
of earth.” In Occitan, Provençal, Piedmontese, and Lombard, ‘mota’, ‘muta’ once meant hill and today 
denotes the clumps of earth that come off with the roots of grass, as, moreover, it does today’s French 
motte. By the same term, however, Old French first designated a natural rise, then an embankment 
built for defensive purposes. Such hillocks or fortifications gave rise to a number of various place names 
such as La Mothe, La Motte, La Motta, Motta, scattered throughout Western Europe, from Spain with 
its Pico Motilla and Mota del Cuervo, to Sicily, where we find a Motta Sant’Anastasia not far from 
Catania. The most relevant and notable part of the medieval complex of Montagnana (Padua) is the city 
walls, implanted on an embankment (mottone) raised both with respect to the outer moat and, more 
slightly, to the inner sedime of the city. Mottone is also a name given to various mountains, for example, 
Mottone di Cava is a mountain in the Swiss Leponzie Alps, Mottone di Giumello is a peak near Como, 
Lombardy. A mountain called Mount Mottarone (1491 m.) is located west of Lake Maggiore above 
Stresa.

It should be added that the Provençal ‘mout’ and the Franco-Provençal ‘mouta’ stand for a hornless 
beast, and by translation something blunted or truncated, not pointed, analogous to the Latin *muticus, 
cut, circumcised, and the ancient Greek mítulos, hornless (truncated, mutilated). In Basque, however, 
mot(h)o is something on the head or forehead that protrudes. In the Piedmont plain, mutére were the 
conical piles of earth used to be prepared in summer for swidden practice. In Veneto, then, even the 
simple ‘mounds’ of earth created by moles, and very common in the fields, are called, by the old farmers, 
‘mote’. In fact, synonymous terms of ‘motta’ are used for both great heights and minimal heights, either 
for something protruding or something blunt, rounded.

In the website with the history of San Giorgio di Piano (BO) we find, 
In our territory it is easy to find the term Motta to identify marshy land or land with canals. 

Around San Giorgio di Piano (BO) and in the same municipality it is easy to find the toponym 
Motta: a fund in the hamlet of La Fortuna, the Motta di Santa Maria in Duno (Motta=Duna [sic! 
actually they are not equivalent as we will see later]), a site called Motta along the ancient riverbed 
of the archaic Reno River beyond Maccaretolo. Recently from an aerial survey over the territory of 
Stiatico, hamlet of San Giorgio, bordering Casadio, hamlet of Argelato, a Motta was identified.

 The authors of the entry in the website, Bonora and Franzoni, derive ‘motta’ from the Celtic 
language.

Ottorino Pianigiani’s Etymological Vocabulary of the Italian Language (1907-1926) (http://www.
etimo.it/ ) writes: “Mòtta, 1. ancient Provençal ‘mota’, defensive work of a castle, ancient French ‘mote’, 
hill, dam, high ground fortified with a castle, modern French ‘motte’, sod, turf, Spanish and Portuguese 
‘mota’, collection of earth to close a pond. Apparently from Germanic (passing through France), where we 
can find the Frisian ‘mot’, deposit or mass of peat, sod, Bavarian ‘mott’, pile of swampy earth, Swiss ‘motte’, 
sod, and Dutch ‘moet, mot’, small elevation, which cf. with Celtic (Gaelic and Irish) ‘mota’, mountain, hill. 
He also cites the Old High German ‘molta’ = Gothic ‘mulda’ which has become Low German ‘mot,’ as 
seen in the compound ‘mot-wurf’ (modern High German maul-wurf), mole, i.e., the animal that throws 
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motes to make its burrow (‘wurf, cast). properly heap, mass, whence the sense of sod. 2. rugged or the part 
of the earth that is steep, otherwise ‘landslide’. Derivative: ammottare, smottare, land/mudslide.”

Unfortunately, there is not ‘a Celtic (Gaelic and Irish) word ‘mota,’ meaning mountain, hill,’ since 
‘hill’ or ‘mountain’ are said ‘ beinn, cnoc, sliabh, monadh in Irish and Scottish. Modern Irish mota is an 
artificial knoll, a rise or a barrow (English: mound). 

Patrizia De Bernardo Stempel (2000), in turn, for Motta states: hill, a homonymous term derived 
from the Celtic base *mut / *mot ‘heap, pile’.

In the Encyclopedia Pomba UTET (Turin 1953) under the heading Motta (league of the) we read,
Medieval political association for the defense of common interests; the name is of uncertain 

etymology,probably from the Latin ‘motta’ = heap, sod. A Motta was formed in 1035 between 
the small feudal lords of the areas of Como and Lodi and the militia of the countriside 
against the Milanese archbishop Ariberto da Intimiano; in Milan again in 1198 a Motta 
was formed between the merchants and the liberal arts, while the people, discontented with 
the nobles, established the so-called Credenza di Sant’Ambrogio, also called dei Paratici, i.e., 
of the artisans; the nobles organized themselves into the League of the Gagliardi, and the 
Cattanei and Valvassori, siding with the nobles, formed another one under the archbishop.

Unfortunately, I have found neither here nor in the online Treccani any mention of why they chose 
this name, since those who joined the League of the Motta were small urbanized landlords and petty 
nobility. Could it be that instead of ‘sod,’ a term better suited to peasants and laborers, those of the 
Motta League met at a motta in the sense of a knoll or mound, which had a particular local significance? 

There is also The Battle of La Motta, also known as the Battle of Schio, Battle of Vicenza or Battle of 
Creazzo, which took place on October 7, 1513 between the forces of the Republic of Venice and Spain. It 
was an important battle of the War of the League of Cambrai. The Venetian army under the leadership of 
Bartolomeo d’Alviano tried to hinder the retreat from Venetia of the Spaniards commanded by Ramon 
de Cardona, but they were defeated. The battle took place in the territory of Motta di Costabissara, at 
that time also called La Motta Fracaloca, in the municipality of Costabissara, Vicenza (from Wikipedia). 
The Magico Veneto website disagrees and places the Battaglia della Motta near Este on October 7, 1513. 
Bartolomeo D’Alviano was heavily defeated and retreated to Padua. The Spanish soldiers were still 
stationed at Este and Montagnana, the Imperials retreated to Verona. The English websites dealing with 
this battle, however, seem to agree with Wikipedia, but it may be that there was another skirmish near 
Este. On the subject of Motta Fracaloca, also spelled frachalocha, Gaetano Maccà, in his History of the 
Territory of Vicenza, reports that the name Mota is documented in 1262, 1264 and 1311, but from 
1316 the town takes the name Mota Fracaloca, but he has no idea why it is called that. Mantese (1989:9, 
8, 32) defines Frachalocha as a mispronunciation of an older word formed from the word Fracta, which 
is derived from Rotta, in memory of the wheels of three large mills turned “by the small and capricious 
Orolo stream,” in addition to the constant flooding caused by the stream itself. The place name must 
therefore derive from loca Fracta, meaning the “place of the Rotta.”

Dionigi Rizzolo (1992) writes that the toponym mota is very ancient and it refers to several localities. 
It derives, according to him, from ‘mutt,’ a pre-Roman voice meaning ‘protrusion’ and which has taken 
on different meanings over time: ‘mound of earth or stones,’ ‘natural or artificial relief,’ ‘small hill,’ ‘rise 
of the ground,’ ‘stony shore’. He then repeats Olivieri’s words, (Toponomastica veneta, p. 107), i.e. in 
Veneto any small rise on which a castle stood or still stands is called Motta. Mottarello and Motinello are 
derivatives of motta that have entered the language since the 17th century onward but then have fallen 
into disuse as place names. 
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We have already seen Mount Mottarone in Lombardy, above Stresa. There is also the toponym 
Montirone: the Brescian municipality, attested as Monterione in the 11th century, is explained by 
Marcato (1990:503) as a term that would indicate a small relief or hump, which could be the motta on 
which in the 14th century the Emilj tower, the present Villa Ventura, was built, and Mazza (1986) also 
agrees, although he also thinks of a fanciful alternative possibility, i.e. it comes from the Latin name 
Monterius, hunter. The trouble with toponym scholars is that they often linger on the surface and deal 
with terms with almost no context. 

Be that as it may, there are other Montirone, a number of which exist in Veneto. One is in Abano: 
along the main Viale delle Terme we find the Montirone springs, Abano’s ancient thermal spring, 
marked by a Corinthian colonnade at the entrance. The secret of this water, since the remotest antiquity 
an object of veneration, is its long and deep subterranean journey which, starting from the pristine 
basins of the Pre-Alps, slowly reaches the area of the Terme Euganee, enriching itself with minerals 
and properties, and then rises naturally to the surface at a temperature of 80-90 degrees Celsius. Not 
far from the Montirone Hill, a deposit consisting of hundreds of ceramic vessels (thin-walled glasses, 
rhytà molded into animal heads and more) was discovered, all dating between the second half of the 1st 
century BC and the 1st century AD. This was probably the warehouse of an emporium connected to 
the nearby hot springs. 

In Zero Branco (TV) in the 14th century the territory was divided into two parts called regulae 
(Fontane di Zero and Montiron di Zero) which together with many other regulae formed the so-called 
“Mestrina,” or one of the eight districts (the southern one) into which the territory of Treviso was 
divided. In Altino, a Venetian pre-Roman city, the port was located at Montiron. Recent excavations 
have unearthed tombs dating back to the 7th century B.C., the oldest dating from around 625 B.C. In 
Mestre there is the Bosco del Montiron (Montiron Wood, near the built-up area of Ca’ Noghera). 

Speaking of Cason Montiron, a small uninhabited island in the northern Venetian Lagoon, Zanetti 
et al. (2007:37, 1489) state that the islet’s “name derives from the Venetian dialect, and refers to the 
alluvial origin of the island (montiròn, from mutera, meaning hump of alluvial origin).” In the photos, 
the islet appears as a vaguely circular flat area covered with trees where someone built a casone on the 
‘montiron’. Other islets are called Motta dei Cunicci (Motta of the Rabbits, once inhabited), Motta S. 
Lorenzo, Motta de L’oro (of the Gold), Motta di Bombae, Motta Val in Pozzo, Motta Val Grande, Motta 
del Cornio Vecchio, Motta del Cornio Nuovo, Motta Est di Cà Zane, Motta Ovest di Cà Zane,Motta 
di Beverara, Motta Petta di Bò (low waters of the southern Venetian lagoon), and Motta dell’Aseo. The 
barene (salt marshes) are tabular shaped soils typical of lagoons, periodically submerged by the tides. 
The name barena comes from the Venetian word baro meaning a bush or clump of grass. Although they 
are without obvious relief, they may have slight central basin-like depressions and faintly raised edges. 
Contrasting with the salt marshes are the velme (velma is a term from the Venetian dialect, derived from 
melma, from the Lombard word melm, fine sand and thus sandy soil), which, conversely, are areas 
devoid of vegetation because they emerge only at particular low tide conditions; on the contrary the 
higher parts, submerged only at particular high tide conditions, are called motte.

Finally, I mention the Mutera di Colfrancui in Oderzo, an artificial hillock from the Paleovenetian 
period where artifacts have been found that suggest the existence of a sanctuary, where the skeleton of a 
horse was found in a good condition and fragments of a decorated vase. In old maps the locality is named 
Le Mutere, suggesting that there were other hillocks, which have since been destroyed (Bellis 1988).

In the municipality of Modena, in dialect mòdna, Lat. Mutĭna [Μουτίνη (Moutínē) in Strabo], 
attested Mutena in the 4th century B.C. , the place-name is made to derive ‘from the ancient term 
Mutina, which in turn derives from the base mut(t) or mot(t) (hill, rise of land),’ and from Silvio 
Campani’s Compendium of the History of Modena (1875) we have: 
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But, to state a somewhat more probable one - and without claiming to have said everything in 
order to this subject - I will finally note there are those who believe that in the name of Modena 
is ascribed the ancient Gallic word Mouden, which would mean rise, elevation, or similar. - Is it 
intended that the city was so called because it arose in a place, island-like, somewhat eminent in the 
marshes between the Secchia and the Panaro rivers of the great valley formed by the Alps and the 
Apennines? almost certain, says a learned author in this regard, that in order to found our city in 
the midst of these marshes they must have chosen “a place, which above the surrounding waters would 
stand out a little; Mouden precisely means such a place, and moreover, not only is the word very 
similar to Mutina, but it is taken from the language, which undoubtedly was spoken in the country.

According to this opinion, which, although opposed, is nevertheless one of the most reasonable, the 
least uncertain of the hypotheses that have been made above regarding the origin of Modena would be 
that it was founded by the Gauls. C. Tagliavini connected it to the Etruscan mutna / mutana ‘tomb’. P. 
de Bernardo Stempel to the Latin form corresponds a Celtic *mut-īnā ‘the misty city’ < ie. *meut-; cf. 
irl. mothar ‘fog bank,’ a.irl. mothar ‘confused, dark mass’.

Surnames
In Origine e Storia dei Cognomi Italiani by Ettore Rossoni (2014) we read about these surnames:

Motta has an important nucleus in the north and especially in Lombardy, and one in the south 
with maximum concentration in Calabria and Sicily; Motti has strains throughout Lombardy and 
Emilia, and in the Casertano and Neapolitan areas; Motto is typically Ligurian, Piedmontese, from the 
Turin, Alessandria, Genoa and La Spezia areas, with a strain also in the Lucca area; they should derive 
from various toponyms related to the archaic word motta (mound of earth or debris), such as: Motta 
Baluffi in the Cremona area, Motta Deconti in the Vercelli area, Motta San Damiano in the Pavia area, 
Motta Visconti in the Milan area, Motta Camastra and Motta d’Affermo in the Messina area, Motta S. 
Anastasia in the Catania area, Motta S. Giovanni in the Reggio area, Motta S. Lucia in the Catanzaro 
area, and so many others.

Mottalini, very rare, typically Lombard, it would seem to be typical of the Sondrio area, should 
stand for the origin of the progenitor from the village of Motta di Villa di Tirano or from Motta di 
Campodolcino, both in the Sondrio area, towards the end of 1600 we find at Fusine in the Sondrio area 
a Domenico Mottalino mentioned in a deed.

Motter is typical of the area of Tenna and Pergine Valsugana, it is supposed to derive from the Ladin 
word motera meaning large mound or small hill, standing perhaps to identify a characteristic of the place 
of origin or habitation of the family, according to others it might derive from nicknames originating 
from the New High German word mæ-dar meaning mother.

Motteran, very rare, it seems to have, in addition to the main strain in the Verona area, also one in 
the Novara and Varese areas, Motterani is extremely rarer, it might derive from dialectal nicknames 
originated from place names related to the prefix Motta. 

Mottes , typical of Trentino in Fai Della Paganella (TN), absolutely very rare; Mottesi specific of 
Pergine Valsugana (TN), it should derive from the German name Matthaus, but according to others 
they would derive from the archaic word motta (mound of earth or debris). 

Mottini is typical of Lombardy, more properly of northern Milan, with one strain probably 
originating in the Sondrio area, Mottin would seem to have two strains, one in northwestern Lombardy 
and one in the Vicenza area, it should derive from place names related to the archaic word motta (mound 
of earth or debris). We find traces as early as the late 1500s with the provost of Varese origin Francesco 
Mottini who later became a bishop, with a Matteo Mottini fu Pietro della Foppa dean of the commune 
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in Fusine (SO) in the early 1700s, heir of Antonio Mottini della Foppa fu Maffeo the latter also dean of 
the commune in 1600.

Mottola Typical surname from Campania, with strains also in Apulia, which could derive from 
the toponym Mottola (TA), it could derive from a nickname connected with the hilly characteristic 
of the land where the family’s house was located, a mottola, that is, a slight hill, traces of this surname-
making we find in Afragola as early as 1148 when a certain Petrus Mottola results among the landowners 
owning a plot of land: “. ..in loco Tabula, qui est foris Arcor...,” in Irpinia there have been traces of them 
at least since 1600.

Motton Extremely rare could be of Veronese or Vicentine origin; it should derive from Motton, the 
name of a locality in the Vicenza area [which means big motta, that is big mound]. 

Mottura has a Piedmontese strain in Turin, Villafranca Piemonte and Pinerolo, and a strain in 
Lecce in Tuglie, the Piedmontese strain should derive from the name of the village of Mottura, a hamlet 
of Villafranca Piemonte in Turin, the Lecce strain could derive from an ancient Longobard place name 
originated from the medieval term motta (mound of earth or debris).

We Advance a New Hypothesis
The noun motta, absent in Classical Latin, appears instead in Basso Latino, i.e., Late Latin. In the 

sense of ‘mota, mud,’ Classical Latin has ‘caenum, -i n.n.; limus, -i n.m. lutum [-i, n.]; fimus, -i.’ It 
appears in Late Latin, but from where? In my opinion, it comes neither from Germanic languages, via 
French, as Pianigiani speculates, nor directly from Germanic languages, nor from a Mediterranean base, 
as Devoto-Oli suggests without any justification whatsoever. It is well known that much of northern 
Italy, apart from the Veneti and Reti, was inhabited by Celtic peoples, yet I am not aware of any Italian 
linguist considering Celtic languages for the etymology of the place names and surnames we have seen 
above. It is a paradox, since the Cisalpine Celtic languages heavily influenced the vernacular Latin and 
its heir, vernacular Italian, both in pronunciation and in several grammatical constructs, in its northern 
regional variants, which acquired the conformation of ‘small languages’ (i.e., used in a restricted 
geographic area, but large enough to form dialectal variants in turn). Mysteries of the academic psyche 
and ideology.

Basically, my hypothesis is this: I believe that motta is a contracted form for mutera, motéra, 
mutiron, montiron and variants, that through Latin it passed into the Lombard, Piedmontese and 
also into Venetian (perhaps even Venetic?) dialects, and that it is of Celtic origin. Given the common 
Indo-European origin, cognate terms are found in the Germanic languages, while the prestige of feudal 
military architecture from France also transferred medieval French terms into other languages, such as 
the expression ‘motte and bailey’ in English. But French motte comes from a Continental Celtic term 
related to both Cisalpine and British Isles Celtic. Therefore, my hypothesis is that ‘mutira, motére, 
mutiron, motter,’ etc., whence ‘mota, motta,’ comes from Cisalpine Celtic, i.e., it is indigenous to the 
Celtic peoples of northern Italy and passed into Venetian dialects, either directly, in the areas of the Celtic 
peoples residing in the Veneto region, or indirectly, through a Celtic loan word perhaps to Venetian 
and, through Latin, into Vulgar Italian. During the Middle Ages these terms, and in particular the 
variant ‘motta,’ also related to the French term, facilitated by the common Celtic origin and the prestige 
of French military architecture, spread through the Normans, who spoke the langue d’oil (northern 
French) and later, through the French armies, to southern Italy as well.

A Brief  Summary I
Before proceeding to the linguistic analysis, let us briefly see what semantic clusters are derived from 

dictionary definitions and assumptions of Italian linguists. 
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1. a motta is a slightly elevated place, a knoll, 2. it is an alluvial hump, 3. mound of earth or boulders, 
natural or artificial relief, small hill, rise of the ground, stony bank, 4. mound of earth or debris, 5. 
defensive work of a castle, hill, dam, high ground equipped with a castle,  6. sod, turf, collection of earth 
to close a pond, 7. deposit or mass of peat, mound of swampy earth. 

The Celts in Veneto
The penetration of the Celts into Veneto, which began intermittently around 600 B.C., and became 

an invasion with the massive Gallic invasion at the beginning of the fourth century B.C., shows clear 
signs of the stabilization of Celtic groups in the second Iron Age. The literary sources also tell us of the 
Cenomanes, settled in western Veneto: in some areas, and in particular that between Padua and Vicenza, 
there are signs of constant armed defense of the territory. In any case, beyond the conflicting aspects 
or the more peaceful processes of integration between the two ethnic realities, it seems certain that the 
widespread Celtic presence in Transpadana, from about 400 B. C., profoundly conditioned the ways of 
life of the Veneti people, who appeared to the Roman historian Polybius, in the second century BC, to 
be completely similar to the Celts and distinguishable from them only by their language.

Voltolini’s (2011: 51-97) study of the Veneto-Celtic necropolis in Megliadino San Fidenzio (PD) 
clarifies the picture of the area we are interested in: from the 2nd century B. C. forward the Atestine 
countryside was affected by a Cenomanian penetration along the route of the ancient Adige River, 
to which we owe the settlement of some nuclei orbiting on Este. The necropolis of Megliadino San 
Fidenzio (Fondo Moro) and Arquà Petrarca (Monte Ricco), and isolated tombs found in Gomoria 
(Montagnana) and Valle San Giorgio (Baone) are evidence of that. Este becomes the interface of reference 
and exchange of these two Celtized areas and well represents the outcome of the Celtic “venetization” 
phenomenon. Contacts had been already present since the 5th century B. C., but the Cenomanian 
settlement in the Verona area and the phenomena of mixed marriages determined a form of Venetian-
Cenomanian koinè in the central-western aera of the ancient Veneti. The Celtic elements present in 
Megliadino are attributable to the Cenomanian facies. In this context of Venetian-Cenomanian koinè, 
defining the relationship between Veneti and Celts in the Atestine countryside requires an evaluation 
of Megliadino’s role in relation to Este, Voltolini says. The relationship with Este is evident on the 
linguistic-onomastic, ideological-cultural and artisanal levels. In particular, it is possible to assume a 
direct dependence between the incinerates of Megliadino and the Celtic elites inserted in the fabric 
of Este, according to a countryside-city relationship that justifies the late cultural Romanization of 
Megliadino’s grave goods (antiquo more rurale) and the scarcity of imported products widespread, 
instead, in all the major centers.

Anna Bondini (2001:13) writes about the Celtized Veneto areas (also in places such as Vicenza and 
the Montebelluna area):

Especially as far as the full “Fourth Period” is concerned, the subdivision into phases was 
based on Latènian artifacts and thus owes much of its validity to the La Tène chronology. 
It is therefore proposable for the Second Iron Age in Veneto to adopt the La Tène chronology, 
analogous to what was done in the periodization of the Golasecchian and Lepontic area.” 

On p. 12-13 she goes on to state, 
“[T]he existence in Italy of a Celticism prior to the historical invasions is now an undisputed 

fact that receives full light precisely from the onomastic evidence from Veneto. (...) The strong 
Latènian connotation of the “Fourth Period” is in apparent contradiction to what much of the 
historical tradition tells us, according to which the Veneti were the only people capable of opposing 
the Gallic invasion. (...) Yet the material culture in this period is shown to be strongly influenced by 
Latènian customs, to the point that as early as the nineteenth century it was called the “Gallic Age.
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Going beyond the migratory model, it rather reveals a slow and complex phenomenon of acculturation, 
which led to the formation of a hybrid “Veneto-Celtic” culture, in the same way as it occurred in the 
contact between the Gauls and other indigenous peoples of the Po Valley area (Prosdocimi 1991; 
Vitali 2004: 318). The picture of conflicts painted by ancient historians should be supplemented by 
imagining a panorama of commercial and cultural contacts, a coexistence of the two peoples in the 
same settlements, and forms of mixed marriages resulting in the intermingling of the two ethnic groups 
since the second/third generation of the Gallic peopling of Italy (Vitali 2004: 326). This explains the 
judgment of Polybius (II, 17), who in the second century B.C., i.e. in the middle of the “Fourth Period,” 
writes that only language allowed one to distinguish a Venetian from a Celt. A “strong” element, from 
the cultural point of view, consists precisely of linguistic evidence: it is interesting to point out here the 
possible kinship links between the deceased of the Benvenuti tombs 120, 123 and 125/1879, on the basis 
of onomastic affinities, which suggest a genealogy headed by a *Boialos, an individual of unequivocal 
Celtic origin (Marinetti 1992: 156-159; Capuis, Chieco Bianchi 2006: 265, 294). Certainly, the use of 
two very similar and mutually intelligible languages must have facilitated relations between Veneti and 
Romans: the progressive and gradual shift from Venetian to Latin in the inscriptions on the ossuaries of 
the Benvenuti 125/1879 tomb is emblematic of the process of integration of local culture into the new 
reality of the Urbe (Marinetti 1992: 165-169; 2003: 103-104; Capuis, Chieco Bianchi 2006: 317-319). 
Bondini concludes (p. 14): 

The systematic and comprehensive study of the funerary documentation of Este and its 
territory has made it possible to make a subdivision into phases of the so-called “Fourth Period” 
valid for the Euganean area, applicable to southwestern Veneto and potentially extendable to the 
entire regional area. (...) It has thus been possible to dilute over time a material documentation 
hitherto too compressed within a few generations, making it usable for the purposes of a historical 
analysis that accounts for the historical complexity of this period, in which Venetic identity 
dissolves first in the integration with the Gallic-Padan culture, then under Roman influence.

What The Gaelic Dictionaries Say
Let us now look at some Scottish and Irish Gaelic dictionaries.
‘MacBain’s Dictionary of Scottish Gaelic’, sec. 27  1 gives mothar (apparently a series of homophonic 

and homograph words), and a series of related words: 
mòthar loud noise, swelling of the sea,  
mothar, noise as from within a cave (M`A.[ ‘Macalpine’s Gaelic Dictionary’, 1832]): 
mothar a park, a group of trees (Arms. [‘Armstrong’s Gaelic Dictionary’, 1825]), Middle Irish 

mothar, enclosure, a place full of bushes, 
mothan bog violet,
mutach, short, Old Irish mut, all that is short: from Proto-Celtic*mutto-, root mut, short, penis, 

manly member (cf. Latin mutilus, mutilated (English to mutilate), muticus, cut off, and Greek mítulos, 
hornless, trunk, mutilated); mùtan, mutan a glove without detached fingers, mitten, also mutag (Arms.); 
from mytag, with preference for mutach, short. Thurneysen derives it from mutach without reference 
to miotag. The Irish has muthóg (Con. [‘Coneys’ Irish-English Dictionary’], 1849]), mùth.

John Jamieson in his ‘An Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Language’ Edinburgh 1808, p. 
144, says: mothar , Gaelic, a dense group of trees (a tuft of trees). 

George Broderick in his ‘Sheading of Glenfaba’ (1994:29) writes: Irish Gaelic: mothar ‘mass, dense 
group, group of like elements, bunch, cluster; group of trees or small wood without undergrowth 
(grove), dense growth of undergrowth or thicket, seasonally flooded wooded area (wooded swamp), 

1 <http://www.ceantar.org/Dicts/MB2/mb27.html>

http://www.ceantar.org/Dicts/MB2/mb27.html
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place with overgrown bush vegetation (Di.764 ), Scottish Gaelic: mothar ‘a bunch of things grown 
together (bunch, cluster), group of trees (clump of trees), tuft of grass, green grass, park or enclosure.

Edward O’Reilly in ‘An Irish-English Dictionary with a Compendious Irish Grammar’, 1821, for his 
part writes: mothar, high sea, open sea, a loud noise, mothar, a. compound, quiet (composed, sedate), 
mothar, m. n. a park, mothar, m. n. a clump, a cluster of trees (mothar crann, a tuft, a cluster of trees).

O’Reilly, also adds these compound or derived terms from *mot/*mut related to mothar: moth, 
n. Male of any creature (male of any creature). mota, m. n. pile, earthwork (amount, moat) motach, 
a.fertile, fruitful, pregnant  motliaighim, v. I feel, perceive, know mothaightheach, a. sensitive, perceptive 
mothchat, m. n. male cat (a he cat) mothla, a. humid (moist) mothlach, a. rough, bushy, impervious, 
ragged motlilachd, n. moisture (moistness) mothrach, m. n.  a damp, woody place, forested swamps.

J. F. Campbell, in his ‘Gaelic Dictionary’, London 1825 p. 496 defines these Scottish terms as 
follows: mothar, m.n. (Irish: mothar.) a loud and deep noise, murmur; high seas; rarely, a park ; a tuft 
of trees. mòthar, rt. (Irish identical) mild, calm, composed, sedate, majestic ; moving slowly and calmly; 
also, mettlesome. On page 243, moreover, J.F. Campbell writes: Mothar, (pr.mhò’-har), m. n., a deep, 
supernatural voice or sound, like a person inside a cave or cauldron; ‘thug e mothar’ he gave a fearful 
cry, chuala sinn mothar, we heard a supernatural voice or sound. He adds: in the ‘Glossary’ by Dr. N. 
Macleod, a sweet and melodious sound.

Neil Mac Alpine in’ A Pronouncing Gaelic Dictionary’. Edinburgh 1853 gives: mothar, a horrifying 
voice, a term which in this sense also passes into English as a rare and poetic word.

The authoritative DIL, Dictionary of the Irish Language, in its electronic version states: 
mothar, mothro: thicket, jungle, wilderness; being dense, rough, , entangled, tangled, shaggy or 

thick; mass; high seas; clouds, mist, darkness, gray; ears; area covered by a thicket or groups of trees, 
comfortably placed or concealed. Probably cognate of moth 1; original sense may be something dark 
or tangled. a) a thicket, jungle, wild area of greater extent and wilder than a ‘muine’ (group of bushes, 
even thorny, undergrowth). Frequent in place-names such as the Anglo-Irish Moher [Cliffs of Moher]; 
(b) translate, a dense, intricate, rough mass. Said of open sea, it can also apply, e.g., to ‘a dense mass of 
shields’; c) figuratively: obscurity, a tangled or entangled problem.

The DIL adds:
1moth (letter M, column 175, line 013): astonishment, wonder.
2 moth Letter M, column 175, line 019): manly member, penis, masculine, masculine gender (also 

grammatical), male, being a man .
3 moth (letter M, column 175, line 038): voice.

Basically, the DIL suggests the derivation of mothar from moth-ro in the sense of ‘dark, intricate’. 
Spanish linguist Blanca María Prósper (1010-11:24) asserts that color nouns in -ro abound in Celtic 
languages (e.g., Old Irish dobur ‘dark,’ blár ‘(animal) with a white spot on its forehead,’ cíar ‘dark, 
black.’ An ancient adjective, says Prósper, can take a new suffix by analogy with many other forms that 
belong to the same semantic field, and later the resulting form can become a noun, as in Old Irish dobur 
eventually came to mean ‘water’ and *mut-ro- ‘dark’ gave the Old Irish mothar ‘marshy area’ (marsh, 
i.e., an area of low, marshy land characterized by low vegetation, less high than that of a ‘swamp,’ and 
often forming a transitional area between land and water). Here Prósper is not interested in the other 
meanings shown by Gaelic dictionaries for his discussion of a Celtiberian term, but she confirms for us 
the existence of a Proto-Celtic root *mut, to which the suffix -ro is added.

A Brief  Summary II
Let us briefly review the meanings of mothar in Scottish and Irish Gaelic:
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1. a semantic cluster related to the idea of mass, group, entangled mass, distense: a. a cluster of 
similar elements, such as trees or bushes, which appears as a whole as a thicket, b. a wild and (partially) 
marshy area, which may or may not be covered by trees, such as a swamp, a bog, c. the open sea, as a 
wave-like body of water.

2. a semantic cluster related to the idea of sound, noise, silence: a. loud noise, cry generally horrifying, 
cry as from a cave or a cauldron, thus otherworldly and frightening, b. loud noise as made by the 
swelling, stormy sea, c. being calm, quiet, sedate, composed.

3. a semantic cluster related to the idea of an undistinct, dark, gray mass: a. adjective muth-ro color, 
dark; noun: darkness, also in a figurative sense, b. fog, mist, gray color, smoke, clouds.

Proto-Indo-European Roots And Related Languages 
Mothar is actually a group of closely related homophones and homographs that overlap in the 

minds of speakers because of the Proto-Celtic *mut- and Proto-Indo-European roots *mu, which as we 
shall see below, mean ‘mass, heap, lump,’ ‘wet, dark, dirty, mud, muddy,’ ‘shouting, groaning,’ ‘silent, 
mysterious,’ ‘short, brief, blunt, cut off,’ ‘hornless,’ ‘protruding,’ ‘male, virile, penis’.

The Wiktionary (http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/mut) to Albanian ‘mut’ (mud, vernacular: poop) 
associates Armenian muth, ‘dark,’ Germanic : *mut-ōn- f., *mudd=, *smudd=, mud, and, for Celtic, Old 
Irish mothar, ‘dark,’ and modern Irish mothar, ‘marshy forested area (a wooded swamp). The Proto-
Indo-European root is: *(s)mut- meaning ‘dark, dirty.’ The Basque term mot(h)o is used to denote 
different things on a person’s or animal’s head, such as a curl, a cap, a scarf, a lock of hair, a bird’s crest, 
and figuratively even pride.

Alan Ward’s list 2 of Proto-Celtic lexical terms (1982, revised 1996: 70, published by the author on 
Scribd) gives these two entries: “MUTRON n. wooded swamp, i.e., temporarily or partially flooded 
forested area. Irish mothar (p. 70).” MUTOS m. penis, male principle. Irish moth (cf Lat. Mutunus) 
Occitan (Provençal) mòti (penis).

The ‘Celtic Lexicon’ on the University of Wales website lists these Proto-Celtic words: the first two 
correspond to Pokorny’s proposed root muk and are *mūko- (? ) smoke and *mūkVno- peat bog (bog); 
then *mūro- mud is mentioned, which corresponds to Pokorny’s meu-, meu̯ə- : mū̆- roots; corresponding 
to Pokorny’s mu + T-dental root we have *muto- (?) penis, *mutro- dark and *mutt- blunt, not sharp, 
short.

Proto-Indo-European (PIE) roots derived from Pokorny at the Linguistic Research Center site, 
Indo-European Lexicon. Pokorny Master PIE Etyma from the University of Texas, Austin are (italic in 
original):

741-43 1. meu-, meu̯ə- : mū̆- IE wet, damp; wash; dirty, mud

mreg̑hu-, mr̥g̑hu- IE Brief, short

751-52 1. mū̆- IE  6. mei (onomatopoeic: make moo, murmur with closed mouth, etc.)

752 2. mū-, mus- IE Fly, mosquito, and other similar insects

752 mū̆k- Pile, heap, mass, etc..

752-53 mūs IE  2. meu̯ mouse; muscle

753 mut-o-s IE cut, stunted, circumcised, mutilated

2  A Checklist of Proto-Celtic Lexical Items by Alan Ward (aka Alan Mac an Bhaird) - Free ebook download as PDF 
File (.pdf), Text File (.txt) or read book online for free.

http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/lrc/ielex/X/P1312.html
http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/lrc/ielex/X/P1340.html
http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/lrc/ielex/X/P1341.html
http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/lrc/ielex/X/P1342.html
http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/lrc/ielex/X/P1344.html
http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/lrc/ielex/X/P1345.html
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In the ‘Indo-European Etymological Dictionary - Indogermanisches Etymologisches Woerterbuch 
‘by J. Pokorny the meaning of ‘heap, pile, mass, protrusion from a main body, protuberance’ is derived 
from the PIE root/lemma mū̆k- Proto-Gallic (Continental Celtic)*mukina, cairn, pile of stones 
placed as a monument or sign of some kind. This explains why the Irish Gaelic mothar (pr. mohar) 
is also defined as a ruin, a promontory with the ruins of a rath (a historical Irish term denoting a 
circular enclosed area surrounded by an earthen embankment used as a dwelling and fortress) or a 
castle, for example in the etymology of the famous Cliffs of Moher (Anglicized form that mimics the 
pronunciation of mothar), because of the presence at one time of the ruins of a tower, or in that of 
Mothar Dun, an old fort on a hill in the Aran Islands. 

From the root / lemma: mut-o-s Pokorny derives the Irish mut, the Scottish Gaelic mutach short 
(with expressive tt); and perhaps also the Irish moth penis in the sense of the German `Stummel’, i.e., 
stump, stub, butt (2 moth `penis, manly member’ of the DIR, see above), which however honestly does 
not seem to me to be different from the sense of bump, protrusion, of the PIE mū̆k- root/lemma PIE 
reported above. The idea of ‘stump’ is clear in the Latin mutilus, mutidus mutilated, *muticus truncated, 
cut, circumcised, that of protuberance in mūtō, muttō penis.

From the root/lemma mū̆-1  Pokorny derives a number of meanings leading back to `mumble, moo, 
mouth, muzzle, but also to `mute.’ Greek μύ, μῦ, an onomatopoeic voice for expressing pain, moaning, 
which also exists in Latin in the expressions mū facere, mutmut facere; ancient Indian mū́ka- dumb, 
Armenian munj mute, Greek μῡκός, μύτις, μυττός, μύδος, μυναρός, dumb, Latin mūtus dumb; Norse 
mua silent; Old High German māwen weeping, Latvian maunu, māwu, maût crying, mooing; Old 
Indian mukhá- n. mouth, Greek μύλλον lip, Old High German mūla f., Middle High German mūl n. 
muzzle, German mūle snout, grunt. 

This root/lemma can have dental formations and guttural extensions. With a dental we have the 
Latin muttiō, -īre to murmur; Old High German mutilōn mumble, murmur, rivulet, musse spring, 
Old Icelandic muðla borrow, murmur, Norwegian dialectal mutra, Middle English muteren, English 
mutter, mumble; Lithuanian mùtė muff. With the guttural extension K we have Greek μῡκάομαι 
mooing, groaning, squeaking, rattling, rumbling, μυχθίζω blowing through the nose, snorting, 
grumbling, sighing, groaning, ranting, taunting; , Middle High German mūhen, mūgen, mūwen to roar, 
moo, High Low German mykъ to roar, shout, roar, Russian myčatь to roar, moo, Slovak, Czech mukati 
to roar, moo. With the G guttural extension G the meanings are similar: Lat. mūgiō, -īre roar, moo, 
Umbrian muieto moo, mugatu moo, Greek μυγμός sigh, Hitt. mu-u-ga-ā-mi (mūgāmi) to say prayers 
of action, East Frisian muk kiss. With the extension S we have Greek μύ̄ω to be closed, calm, tight; from 
*μυστός discrete, whence μύστης initiated into mysteries, μυστικός mystical, arcane, initiatory, μυστήριον 
mystery; Latvian musinât to grumble, murmur, mutter.

From the root mu and thus from Latin mutire to mutter, whisper, speak in a subdued and imperfect 
voice we have medieval Latin muttum, Sardinian mutire to call, Italian motto brief saying (derivatives 
motteggiare, mottètto), Provençal motz, French mot word, saying and in Provençal also verse, Catalan 
mot, Spanish and Portuguese mote.

A Brief  Summary III
Let us make a brief review of all this material: 

1. There is a semantic cluster concerning the voice (or lack thereof) found in several Indo-European 
languages that means: 1a. murmuring, muttering, whispering, sighing, groaning, speaking in a soft 
voice, 2a. roar, moo, call, 3a. be mute, quiet, calm, sedate, 4a. arcane, mystical, initiate, initiated into 
mysteries, mystery, 5a. word, motto, saying, verse. 6a. mouth, muzzle, grunt, lip, kiss.
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2. There is a semantic cluster pertaining to a growth or sporgence from a main body: 1b. short, brief, 
2b. cut, mutilated, severed, stubbed, stump, stub, circumcised, 3b. penis, male gender.

3. There is a semantic cluster concerning mass (and color), but unfortunately Pokorny does not 
elaborate here. He does, however, mention the proto-Gallic *mukina, cairn, pile of stones placed as a 
monument or sign of some kind, which is very useful to us.

4. Let us return to Gaelic mothar and the Gaelic roots moth, mut, mutt and resume the discussion 
made earlier by taking Synthesis (2) and adding the new elements We can identify, as we have already seen.

5. a semantic cluster related to the idea of mass, group, intricated mass, distance: 1. a. a cluster of 
similar elements, , 1. b. a wild and (partially) marshy area, such as a swamp, bog, 1. c. the open sea. 

6. a semantic cluster related to the idea of sound, noise, silence: a. loud noise, cry generally horrifying, 
otherworldly and frightening, b. loud noise as made by the stormy sea, c. being calm, , sedate.

7. a semantic cluster related to the idea of undistinct, dark, gray mass: a. adjective muth-ro color, 
dark, noun darkness, b. fog, mist, gray color, smoke, clouds.

8. Mothar is actually a group of homophones and homographs closely related in the minds of 
the speakers because of the Proto-Indo-European roots *mu, which, as we have seen, mean mass, pile, 
heap, wet, dark, dirty, mud, muddy, shouting, groaning, silent, mysterious, short, brief, blunt, cut, 
male, virile, penis.

We can, in addition, identify:
a. A semantic cluster related to the idea of a protuberance of land with ruins of a castle, rath or fort. 

a. the Proto-Gallic term *mukina, ‘cairn, pile of stones placed as a monument or sign of some kind’ (J. 
Pokorny derives from the root/lemma PIE mū́k- the meaning of ‘pile, heap, mass, protrusion from a 
main body, prominence’).

b. The Irish Gaelic mothar (pr. mohar) also means as ‘a ruin, a promontory with the ruins of a 
rath, a castle, a fortress on a hill (Cliffs of Moher, Mothar Dun, Mohernacartan (Mothar na Ceartan, 
etc.). The Forestry Focus site, discussing Irish folklore and place names and the place of trees there, 
specifies that Mothar (pr.mohar), in the north of Ireland means a cluster of trees, while in the south it 
means the ruin of a fort or any other building. 

c. Modena is derived from Mutina from the base mut(t) or mot(t) (hill, rise of land)’ or from the 
Gallic Mouden which means ‘rise, elevation.’ There is a dentalization of the proto-Gallic *mukina. P. 
de Bernardo Stempel matches a Celtic *mut-īnā ‘the foggy city’ (i.e., explains it with the root *meut-) 
and compares it,with the meanings of the Irish mothar of which she prefers, among other meanings, 
‘fog bank,’ Old Irish mothar ‘confused and obscure mass. 

d. Olivieri says, “In Veneto, any small hill on which a castle stands or stood is called a motta.” In 
Veneto, the term ‘motta’ designates a river or lagoon islet made up of alluvial debris and is a vital voice 
as an appellation (UTET Dictionary). Treccani Dictionary: mòtta s. f. [prob. pre-Roman entry]. In 
Veneto, pile of sand or stones in the bed of a river. Hence, artificial island. Dionigi Rizzolo : the place-
name mota derives from ‘mutt,’ a pre-Roman voice meaning ledge and which has taken on different 
meanings over time: mound of earth or stones, natural or artificial relief, small hill, rise of the land, 
stony shore.

Back To The Initial Hypothesis
At the beginning of this discussion I hypothesized that the words ‘motta, mot, mota, mottarella, 

mottinello, motton, montiron, muttiron, motirana, motaron, mottarana, motarana, mutarona, 
muttarona, etc.,’ come from Celtic Cisalpine, i.e., they are terms indigenous to the Celtic peoples of 
northern Italy and passed directly from Celtic to Venetic and then to regional popular Latin, early 
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medieval popular Italian, etc. . From the above we can specify that all those words derive from a series 
of Proto-Indo-European roots that we have seen, i.e. ‘*mu-, giving Proto-Celtic *mut and Gaelic moth. 
We have seen how ‘moth’ not only means ‘prominence,’ but also ‘awe, wonder’ (from the notion of 
‘arcane, mysterious’ of the root *mu), ‘dark’ ‘obscurity,’ ‘penis,’ ‘voice.’ There is an obvious kinship 
between moth-ro adjective of color (‘dark’), the Gaelic mothar in its various meanings, and ‘motta, mot, 
mota, motton, muttiron, motirana, motaron, mottarana, motarana is evident, mutarona, muttarona, 
mottarella, mottinello (with diminutive Italian ending -ella/-ello), although in my opinion possibly 
influenced by the Latin mons, like the Old French ‘mont,’ ‘montiron, monteron’. ‘Mutera, mutira, 
muttiron, motirana, mottirana, motaron, mottarana, motarana, mutarona, muttarona ‘ can be read as 
mot (e/i)-ro (n), that is, mut to which is added the color suffix -ro, ‘dark,’ which is confused with mut in 
the sense of ‘protrusion.’ Mutina (Modena) seems to be the nasalized form of the same word, as mouden 
seems to have preferred to dentalize into D instead of T.

Ottorino Pianigiani’s Vocabolario Etimologico della Lingua Italiana (Etymological Vocabulary 
of the Italian Language), derives ‘mota’ from malta (mauta), cement, slime, and rejects any kinship 
with English mud, German moder, Irish muda, mud. Given the kinship with the PIE roots meaning 
wet and the Gaelic sense of marshy area, peat bog, I think on the contrary that a second term mota, a 
homophone/homograph, can be identified and that this term is derived from an equivalent Gaelic term 
mothar in a Cisalpine Celtic language. ‘Motta’ may derive either from mut emphasized with tt (mutt-a), 
or from an Italianization of ‘mota’ and here one should study and identify the temporal transition into 
the written language, the resistance of local speech, etc.

We have seen above, from dictionary definitions and assumptions of Italian linguists, what a motta, 
mota, mutera, mutiron, etc., is. 

1. a motta is a slightly elevated place, a knoll; 2. it is an alluvial hump; 3. mound of earth or boulders, 
natural or man-made relief, small hill, rise of the ground, stony bank; 4. mound of earth or debris; 5. 
defensive work of a castle, hill, dam, high ground equipped with a castle; 6. sod, turf, collection of earth 
to close a pond; 7. deposit or mass of peat, pile of swampy earth. 

We see that these definitions have in common with the Gaelic word mothar the idea of ‘prominence,’ 
as a pile of earth, boulders, hillock with ruins of a fortress or castle-type building, and the idea of marshy 
land, peat bog. The name of Motta di Santa Maria in Duno, a hamlet of Bentivoglio, in the province of 
Bologna, seems to be an exact reproduction of the Irish place name Mothar Dun, in Carrowntemple 
Middle Island of the southern Aran Islands, which was later Christianized with the addition of St. 
Mary. In Limerick there is a Dummoher (composed of Dun + Moher, the Anglicized form of mothar, 
also called Droim Mothar, and it is equal to Mothar Dun) meaning ‘crest of the ruined fort.’ 

In Anthologia Hibernica (1794:95) we find a description of what might be called a castral motte or a 
motte and bailey construction: 

Most of these old Irish fortifications, earthais or ‘towns’ were situated in the midst of woods or on high 
places and consisted of the following parts: the beallagh, dun, mote, ban, rath, uagh, etc. The beallagh 
was the outer enclosure corresponding to the ballium or vallum of Norman castles. In Ireland it was 
usually built with a dry stone wall or wooden fence, sometimes with a trench, but usually without. 
Within this enclosure there resided the servants and animals belonging to the chief. The dun was 
located inside the beallagh area, usually on an elevated part; it was the immediate residence of the 
chief and his family and corresponded to the keep (the keep or dungeon) of Norman castles. The mote 
was the trench surrounding the dun, whence mothar in modern Irish means an enclosed park and 
mota an artificial mound or rise (mound) [like our motta, I might add]. The ban was the rampart or 
earthwork, which surrounded the dun and was usually situated with the mote. The rath was the court 
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or open area inside the ban, while the pilait or righlann or royal palace was situated and consisted of 
several separate buildings as first observed in civil architecture. The uagh or waigh was the cavern or 
cellar where provisions were kept and where they retreated in case of danger. Such were the buildings 
in general of the ancient Irish towns and such those of the Britons at the arrival of the Romans.”

The list of the characteristics of a motta as defined by Italian dictionaries and linguists apparently 
lacks the idea of a mass of trees and tangled undergrowth, that of a mound of earth with fuzzy and/or 
obscure contours, but anyone who has seen a motta jutting out of the flat surface of the Po Valley knows 
that this is the idea, it just lacks the linguists to take note of it. Also missing, in theory, are the relations of 
the Gaelic words mothar and moth to mystery, the supernatural, loud noises, cavernous and frightening 
voices, and the manly member. Here, rather than the linguists, we must turn to the devotees of folk 
stories and legends and the tales of the inhabitants of places where motes, moths, etc. still exist, or existed.

Anthropology and ethnohistory show that oral traditions and objects with strong symbolic value 
possess a long-lasting social and religious impact. This is also true for our rural environments, as 
Franceschetto (1972, 1977) has shown. Structural elements are preserved unchanged for thousands of 
years, even if details change and the storyteller is no longer aware of their true meaning. Such is the case 
with the stories about the motte. 

The most common explanations of the origin of a motta are these: 1. It is the  result of the work of 
an earl/count or a noble and rich landowner; 2. It is the hiding place of the “golden grasp,” the “bishop’s 
crozier,” some ancient treasure; 3. It is the icehouse of a country mansion (full of fine wines and good 
food); 4. It is an impromptu burial ground during a war;  5. It is the witches’ meeting places; 6. It is a 
devil’s horn. 

A number of fixed structural elements can be discerned in the folk tales about the motte:
1. There are not only aristocratic or high-ranking characters (count, landowner, bishop), but also 

powerful characters related to the supernatural, the witches or the devil. A connection between fame 
(a nobleman’s work) and war (a warrior’s or a soldier’s burial) and banquets (‘graspa’ made of gold, 
i.e., a grappling hook for grabbing a chunk of meat from a cauldron during warrior banquets. It  can 
also be the golden grape stalk, the bunch of grapes for funeral libations and Dionysian feasts, or the 
golden grape stalk which makes the vine magically ‘reproduce’). The motte may contain precious metal 
(the golden grape stalk, a treasure, a bishop’s golden or silver crozier), which, being hidden inside, 
is connected both with the idea of mining the sun-colored metal (copper, bronze, gold), and to the 
underground and otherworldly deities who guard it (a treasure also in the form of cellar, winery or 
icehouse, and grave goods). 

2. Related to the notions of wine, funeral banquet, and Dionysian rites are the stories of the motte 
as a place for witches’ sabbaths, where the Hunt of Diana with her retinue of demon knights could pass 
through the night sky. The relationship of the motte is with death and the afterlife (burial, witches and 
the devil) and the cold (icehouse, cellar) of the grave. It is also related to the custom of laying precious 
objects in underground caches or sinking them in bogs and rivers, all places related to the afterlife. The 
idea that the place is hollow (tomb, icehouse, cache, horn) is associated with the idea that it contains 
something precious and laden with power, given by the symbol of the king-priest (bishop’s crozier, 
devil’s horn, gold ‘graspa’ ), antiquity (treasure) or otherwise coveted stuff (the icehouse of a Venetian 
villa in which food and wine are stored in abundance). The funeral banquet, Dionysian orgiastic rites, 
and the sabbath also connect the motte with the idea that bleak moans, terrifying cries, and mysterious 
noises are heard. The motte of Santa Maria di Sala (VE) and San Pietro in Gù (PD) are linked to stories 
of mysterious noises.

The “Motta” of the Tombola is a man-made hillock that rises about 4 meters above the hump where 
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it is located, south of the town of Cerea (VR). Some considered it an old giazara (icehouse) and some a 
simple bump, but actually it is close to the middle Bronze-Age pile-dwelling of Tombola di Cerea (Salzani 
et al. 2018). One legend links it to the insurrectional uprisings against the Austrians, when a group of 
Garibaldians allegedly clashed with the the Austrians from the garrison. The Garibaldians, being in 
desperate straits, hid in the depressions of the ground to take cover from bullets. During the night, they 
raised an embankment -the Motta- asporting earth from the nearby Menago River embankment with 
their red berets, thus creating an impassable barrier for the enemy, who had to desist from the attack. 
The name Tombola comes from the Latin word tumulus, an ancient grave mound, a barrow. In this 
curious legend there is no tomb, but there is a war and especially the remarkable detail of the red beret 
that takes on a magical defensive value. In the Celtic world, and Cerea is in the area of occupied by the 
Cenomanian Celts, red is a color that signals magic, but also in Veneto folk tales many supernatural 
beings have red clothing: the Sanguanello, also known as Martorello or Massariol, is described as a red-
clothed dwarf, from the tip of his cap to those of his boots. Then there are the Venediger Mandl or 
Venetians of Trentino and Tyrol, who also give their name to the Venedigergruppe of the High Tauern 
Mountains. According to Šebesta (2006) they are Venediger dwarfs almost always dressed in red, more 
rarely in green or gray, who point miners to the seams and then disappear as the mine is depleted.

3. The Irish daoine sídhe and the Scottish daoine sìth (both pronounced ‘dine scie’) denote the 
fairy people or People of the Hills, a phrase used to refer to the mounds or hillocks known as sídhe/
sith, which are the equivalent of our motte. Today the phrase is used for both the magical people and 
the mound-hills, whereas it once referred only to the magical palaces within the mound-hills. Various 
creatures inhabit the sidhe/sith: the bean sidhe/sith or banshee announces death with her shriek. There 
are the fairy lovers, the fairy cat and dog, etc. Very interesting is one type of banshee, the Scottish bean 
nighe (ben-i’-yeh) or ford washerwoman, who washes in advance the bloody clothes and armor of those 
who will die in battle. 

4. The Anguane are also known as subiane, aganis, ogane, gane, vivane, pagane, zubiane, acquane, 
longane. Legends are widespread in Friuli, Dolomite Ladin valleys, Alto Vicentino, and Cimbrian 
territories of Lessinia. There are traces in eastern (Val Camonica) and western (Canzo and Vallassina) 
Lombardy. Although the anguane and other fairy creatures inhabit streams, swamps, lakes, caves, and 
forests, it is a fact that the motte generally occur near streams, ancient riverbeds and reclamations, peat 
bogs, and marshy areas. One of the meanings of ‘motte,’ moreover, is ‘pile of marshy land,’ ‘marshy 
area.’ It stands to reason that the anguane and their sisters might dwell there as Gaelic fairy beings do.

5. The crozier and the horn are symbols of manly power. According to a conception common to 
Indo-European peoples, the sacred king is the author and guarantor of the prosperity of his people 
by sea and land, the fecundity of women, and the defeat of enemies. The hero from his tomb also 
guaranteed the wealth of the village under his protection. The motte, therefore, would be a visible sign 
of the ancestors’ protection over the village.

The Motta del Diavolo (Devil’s Mound) in Sandrigo (Vicenza) is related to the strange fact that, 
according to the account of some locals, it does not have a fixed shape, but waxes and wanes, it moves in the 
sense that it grows and shortens, and this would be caused by the fact that it is the devil’s horn. The sexual 
allusion is transparent. Flames would sometimes come out of this motta, as well as from other motte.

Malintrada is a hamlet in the municipality of Motta di Livenza known since the Middle Ages. The 
name would derive from the fact that it was “at the entrance” of the great swamp of Motta: since the 
swamp was not associated with positive valences, it was thought that this entrance for Motta was a ‘mala 
entrata’ (cursed gate). It is worth mentioning that the Gaelic ‘mothar’ applies both to a knoll and to a 
marshy area, and also the Venetian ‘motta’ is used for a ‘mound of marshy land,’ so the expression ‘the 
marsh of the motta’ reproduces and, in some ways doubles by reinforcing it, both the idea of a motta as 
a knoll and that of a marshy area. 
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The Venice archaeosub website 3 states:
A skeleton, with the upper limbs still composed in the typical burial position, was found near the 

Motta dei Cunicci, in the Centrega marsh in Burano [in 2005]. [....] finds of such skeletons were once 
not uncommon. The author in his youth, 1960s, found several of them lying on the bottom of the lagoon 
more or less in the area of this find, at low tide they were covered by a veil of water and were complete even 
with skulls. They were always left in situ. At the time, the local old men spoke naturally, but with a certain 
mystery and fear, of ancient tombs and ancient settlements then covered by water, distributed around 
the areas of Motta San Lorenzo, Santa Cristina Island and, indeed, Motta dei Cunicci (A. Rosso)

In fact, Motta dei Cunicci is one of the last patches of Ammiana, a flourishing settlement, which 
stood between the present islands of Santa Cristina and Salina, northwest of Lio Piccolo, abandoned 
in the late Middle Ages due to water erosion. The church of San Pietro di Casacalba, which has been 
swallowed up by the lagoon waters for centuries along with its cemetery, stood in these places. Ammiana 
was contiguous with another abandoned site, Costanziaco. It is evident how the lagoon population has 
preserved historical memory of a city that disappeared centuries ago.

Motifs related to the motte give reason for certain meanings we have seen related to the Gaelic word 
mothran, particularly those related to (a) the idea of ‘terrifying cries’ (point 2. Dionysian orgies, witches’ 
sabbaths and Diana’s hunt, skirmish near the motte; point 3. the cries of the Irish banshee),  (b) to the 
idea of the ‘mysterious, arcane, supernatural’ (point 1. arcane treasure, tomb and otherworld; point 3. 
proximity of anguane and similar creatures, abode of the Irish and Scottish fairies; point 4. flames that 
would come out of certain motte), and (c) to the idea of male sexuality/fertility (point 1. bishop’s cruize, 
scepter; point 4. devil’s horn).

In essence, we see how the oral traditions remarkably preserve the idea that the motte are an element 
of the sacred landscape connected to Bronze and Iron Age cosmologies, albeit reinterpreted with a light 
Christian varnish. They excellently preserve the cultural complex that links the heroic burial that the 
motte would guard with the abundance of goods and the fertility of the land and its inhabitants. 

A Concluding Summary
I began this paper by starting with the surname Muttiron as probably deriving from the toponym for 

a mound called in Italian ‘motta’ and taking on a wide range of synonymous terms in regional variants, 
among them a group that appears linguistically closely related: ‘motta, mot, mota, motton, muttiron, 
motirana, motaron, mottarana, motarana, mutarona, muttarona, mottarella, mottinello (motta + 
Italian diminutive ending -ella/-ello), ‘montiron, monteron (although influenced by Latin mons, like 
the Old French mont). 

The surname Muttiron seems to be concentrated in a precise area: the extreme edge of the lower 
Paduan area towards Verona, in the area of Megliadino San Fidenzio, Montagnana and Baone. 
Archaeology has shown us, thanks to both new finds and new assessments of already known elements 
(cf. Bondini 2010 and Voltolini 2011 above) that Veneto underwent a long and slow phase of Celtization 
due both to centuries-old trade relations with the Celts of Noricum and Slovenia, and the proto-Celts of 
Lombardy (Golasecca), and to the penetration of people of the La Tène culture such as the Cenomani 
and Carni, and to the later Celtic invasions (Senoni, Boi) that came to occupy Bologna, the Marche and 
to threaten Rome. Historians come to our rescue: to the Roman historian Polybius, Veneti and Celts 
seemed equal in all but language, but given the exchanges, mixed marriages, and, why not, conflicts, it is 
likely that they were bilingual in Veneto for a very long time and later trilingual, even after the process of 
Romanization and the inclusion of Veneto in the Roman state. As ethnology shows us, peoples at a low 
technological stage, even if strongly ethnocentric, often spoke at least two or three languages. 

3 <http://www.archeosub.it/news2005/news0507.htm>

http://www.archeosub.it/news2005/news0507.htm
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Returning to the surname Muttiron, I then found that it is widespread in ancient Insubrian Celtic-
speaking areas, such as the provinces of Varese, Sondrio, and Como, while surnames made to derive 
from ‘motta’ in the sense of ‘mound’ are widespread mainly in Lombardy, Piedmont, Liguria, an area of 
Trentino-Veneto (Valsugana), and Emilia-Romagna. There are also nuclei in the South. I started from 
the hypothesis that there was a considerable possibility that the original word belonged to a continental 
Celtic language, in our case Cenomanian, Insubrian, Lepontian or other Cisalpine Celtic languages, 
and that there might be a correspondence with some language of the so-called Celtic Fringe. Italian 
linguists were on the whole unsatisfactory, advancing the hypothesis of a *mutt base, but were uncertain 
whether it was to be ascribed to Germanic, or they had it derived from the French motte, but they 
found it difficult to clearly say that the origin of motte is ultimately Celtic. Starting with variants of 
‘motte,’ such as ‘mutera, motera, motaron, muttiron,’ I saw that there was a remarkable similarity to 
a Scottish and Irish Gaelic term, mothar, which covers a wide range of meanings, from marshy area to 
Celtic fortress ruin on a hill, from a terrifying howl to a dark, misty mass, to a group of trees and tangle 
of bushes. It is likely that mothar derives from a color term, moth-ro (the suffix -ro denotes color in 
Celtic languages), but there are at least three Old Irish words, moth 1, 2, 3, that are connected with the 
semantic fields of voice, mystery, mass, and male sexuality. These semantic fields are also found for the 
proto-Indo-European roots mu-, muk-, meu-, according to the Pokorny’s dictionary, in several sister 
languages to Gaelic, including an equally conservative language, Latin.

Where linguistics did not reach, we were helped by folk tradition, which showed us how the structural 
elements of stories about the motte in Veneto fall within the semantic fields examined by Gaelic and 
Indo-European linguistics: these stories link the motte to the otherworld, to mystery, to ancient heroes 
and their banquets, to Dionysian cries and the Sabbath, to the sounds of ancient battles and long dead 
soldiers buried there, to supernatural creatures dressed in red and to those that inhabit streams, springs, 
swamps, and forests.

It is therefore very likely that the Celtic Cisalpine equivalent of the Gaelic word mothar, which must 
not have been very different, passed into Venetic and then into Latin and finally into Late Latin, giving 
the word ‘mota’. The French for its part came up with motte, which in the sense of ‘embankment,’ 
‘artificial hill,’ evolved particularly within the vocabulary of feudal military architecture. Due to the 
prestige of this architecture and especially to the conquest and occupation of various regions by the 
Normans, it passed into English (moat, motte and bailey [irl. beallagh]) and medieval Irish (beallagh, 
motte and dun, where mote was the trench surrounding the dun, so mothar in modern Irish means, 
among other things, an enclosed park and mota a mound, artificial elevation or mound like our motta). 
Mothar in medieval Irish also means fortress on a hill for example, Mothar Dun, like our castelliere or 
castellaro (which are part of the motte typology in Veneto and Friuli) or the lowland castral motta. 
Thanks to the Normans and, after them the Anjou, the term ‘motta’ spread, I think, to southern Italy, 
where it usually denotes a castle ruin on high ground. 

While the Scottish and Irish Gaelic term linguistically retains the meanings of shouting, loud noise, 
in addition to those of clump of trees (which may sprout from a marshy area) and ruins on a rise, the 
Italian ‘motta, seems to have lost the idea of a group of trees, tangled thicket, but retains that of bog 
and marshy area. It seems to have lost the meaning of noise and mystery as well as of obscure place, 
butit  retains that of alluvial rise, hillock of different sizes, from those of the Venetian mole burrows and 
mounds of land of the Piedmontese swidden agriculture, to those of the lagoon, burial mounds and 
castle remains on a rise of land of Veneto. The idea of mysterious relationship with the supernatural 
world, however, is preserved in the oral tradition about the motte.
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